Here is the summary of activities since the Spring Business Meeting in April 2020:

- Hosted recordings for “Surveyor Says! The NSPS Podcast”
- Formed Strategic Planning Committee and developed draft outline of proposed plan
- Assisted with NSPS social media posting, specifically LinkedIn
- Panel speaker for MALSCE Conference “Workforce Recruiting” Seminar
- Quoted in NY Times article with Michael Dennis about deprecation of the US Survey foot
- Named to the POB Editorial Advisory Board & published article regarding the future of surveying
- Participated in APLS/NALS/CLSA conference roundtables
- Coordinating an update of the Terms Book with SaGES
- Panel speaker for URISA Conference “Surveying & GIS – What’s Next” Seminar
- Discussions with URISA regarding a joint hosting of a virtual “Surveyor Summit”
- Assisted with meeting administrative duties for GoToMeeting/Webinar sessions
- Guest on “Tek Trek” Podcast explaining the role of surveyor & GNSS
- Guest blogger on SpyTec GPS blog explaining the role of surveyor & GNSS
- Guest on The Geoholics Podcast with Emily Pierce of Berntsen
- Working with Chartered Surveyors (UK) on internet bullying

Please review and let me know if you have any questions.

Respectfully submitted,

Tim